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Editorial Dear readers, 

the future of research in any area is closely linked with the sustained inter-

est of younger generations. This also applies to research in educational me-

dia, including historical and comparative research in such old-fashioned ob-

jects like printed primers and basal readers. In times of e-books, e-

innovation and e-careers: is there any hope that young scholars get fasci-

nated and devote their valuable time to studies in paper-based educational 

media of the past?  

From what we learn through the network of the Reading Primers Special In-

terest Group we have good reasons to be confident. First, the network is by 

far not limited to an older generation which still grew up with the printed 

book as an abiding companion through ups and downs of life. Rather it 

unites, as Wilhelm von Humboldt wrote in 1810 with reference to his idea of 

the university, those “who are trained yet already less animated” with those 

who “yet more neutral audaciously gravitate towards all directions”. Second, 

we are pleased to note that young scientists get more and more actively in-

volved in RP-SIG’s activities. Third, considering the doctoral degree as a 

measure to assure generational continuity and growth in our research area, 

some younger members of our network have either successfully defended 

their doctoral thesis recently or are preparing to defend next year. 

We wish all our readers, both old and young, that they may vividly and au-

daciously gravitate towards their objectives in 2013! 

Wroclaw/Essen, December 30, 2012 Joanna Wojdon & Wendelin Sroka  
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RP-SIG News  

Developments 

   and plans 

International Bibliography of Studies on Reading Primers and Basal 

Readers (IBSP) 

The team of editors of IBSP is preparing a second, notably enlarged edition 

of this bibliography. The launch of the next edition is planned for March 

2013.  

IBSP Web address: http://www.schulbuch-gesellschaft.de/en/files/IBSP.pdf  

ISCHE 2013 in Riga/Latvia: Informal RP-SIG meeting  

A considerable number of members of the RP-SIG network have submitted 

papers for the International Standing Conference for the History of Education 

(ISCHE) 2013, scheduled for August 21 – 24 in Riga, Latvia. For details of 

the conference, which will focus on “Education and Power: Historical Per-

spectives” see http://www.lu.lv/ische2013/.  

In the context of ISCHE 2013 RP-SIG will organise an informal meeting for 

members as well as for others who may be interested. The event will also 

provide an opportunity to get together with our Riga-based member Juris 

Cibuļs and learn about his collection of primers and abc books. Conditioned 

to further notice Kira Mahamud Angulo (Madrid) has agreed to act as the 

person of contact for the RP-SIG meeting in Riga. Everybody who wants to 

participate in this meeting should feel encouraged to write to kmaha-
mud(at)edu.uned.es. 

2013 Conference of the International Society for Historical and Sys-

tematic Schoolbook Research, Brno/Czech Republic 

The annual conference of RP-SIG’s parent society, scheduled for September 

27-29, 2013, will take place at the University of Brno/Czech Republic. The 

conference, organised in collaboration with the board of the Society of 

Schoolbook Research by Dr. Petr Knecht, will be devoted to the theme 

“Methods of Textbook and Educational Media Research”. RP-SIG will propose 

a workshop related to methodological challenges of research on primers. 

Members’ news “Word of Primers and ABC Books” is a new webpage launched by Juris Cibuļs, 

Riga (Latvia): www.websosman.com/abcworld/site. Visitors of the site have a 

choice of five languages: English, German, Latgalian, Latvian and Russian. At 

the heart of the webpage is the catalogue of Juris Cibuļs’ enormously rich 

collection of primers and abc books, presented in three PDF files. According 

to the preface of the catalogue the collection now covers more than 8.300 

units in not less than 1.030 languages. The news section of the webpage 

makes available RP-SIG’s newsletter. In addition, the Russian version of the 

news section [новости] also includes media coverage on major exhibitions of 

primers and abc books which Juris Cibuļs had arranged in 2012 in Belarus, in 

the cities of Orsha and Grodno. 

Verena Stürmer, Würzburg (Germany) continues to work on East German 

primers. In December 2011 she published a paper „Erstlese-fibeln in der 

SBZ/DDR -  Produktionsbedingungen und Ideologisie-rungsabsichten“ [Read-

ing primers in the Soviet Occupation Zone and the German Democratic Re-

public – conditions of production and intentions of ideologisation], part of a 

volume on the history of the primary school (“Die Grundschule im 

historischen Prozess. Zur Entwicklung von Institution, Bildungsprogramm 

und Disziplin in Deutschland“), edited by Wolfgang Einsiedler, Margarte Götz, 

Christian Ritzi and Ulrich Wiegmann. In February 2012 she gave a public lec-

ture at the Literaturwerkstatt in Berlin, focusing on the representation of 

family life in GDR primers. Finally, in autumn 2012 she submitted her doc-

toral thesis on concepts of childhood in East German primers 1945-1990 to 

the Faculty of Arts II (Philosophy, Education and Social Sciences) of Julius 

Maximilian University of Würzburg. Good luck for the concluding colloquium!” 

http://www.schulbuch-gesellschaft.de/en/files/IBSP.pdf
http://www.lu.lv/ische2013/
mailto:kmahamud@edu.uned.es
mailto:kmahamud@edu.uned.es
http://www.websosman.com/abcworld/site
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Country Note  

Spain 20th Anniversary of MANES 

In November 2012, members and friends of MANES (Manuales Escolares) joined 

in Madrid to celebrate the 20th anniversary of this remarkable research centre. 

Initiated in November 1992 by professor Federico Gómez Rodríguez de Castro in 

the Faculty of Education of UNED (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distan-

cia), within the Department of History of Education and Comparative Education, 

MANES started its work with a focus on school textbooks published in Spain in the 

19th and 20th century. Two lines of action implemented from the very beginning of 

MANES’s work were a) establishing a census and a collection of school textbooks 

to make primary sources available for researchers and b) to promote and publish 

historical research on school textbooks from diverse perspectives.   

MANES’s web page, which recently underwent a thorough relaunch, demonstrates 

what the research centre has achieved so far. Among others, MANES now consid-

ers textbooks published in other European countries as well as in Latin America, 

and it maintains links with 22 universities and research centres in Spain and a 

number of other academic establishments in Europe and in Latin America. The 

new web page provides access, for example, to the virtual library established 

by MANES with a great range of Spanish school textbooks of the 20th cen-

tury and to exhibitions such as “Nuestras primeras letras” and “El libro de 

lectura como manual de instrucciones para el sentimiento infantil durante el 

primer franquismo” (the latter one prepared by Kira Mahamud). 

http://servidormanes.uned.es/manesnuevo/ 
A summary of the centre’s original objectives, achievements and new chal-

lenges and projects can be heard in a new radio program. In this program, 

former MANES directors, together with Gabriela Ossenbach and Kira Mahamud 

participate in an active dialogue on research with school textbooks.  

http://www.canaluned.com/resources/mp3/9/1/1354695169519.mp3   

RP-SIG is proud to be part of MANES’s group of Instituciones Asociadas de Eu-

ropa, and vice versa to have MANES as an active institutional member of its net-

work since December 2010 and, among others, to collaborate by jointly editing 

the “International Bibliography of Studies on Reading Primers and Basal Readers” 

(IBSP). Our most sincere congratulations go to Gabriela Ossenbach Sauter and 

her team. May all of you enjoy new challenging chapters of MANES’ success story. 

¡Muchas felicidades y saludos a todos los colaboradores de MANES! 

Members of the MANES Research Team, with (from left to right) Alejandro Tiana (ex 
director of MANES), Kira Mahamud (responsible, among others, for collaboration with 
RP-SIG), Ana Ma Banadelli (general coordinator of MANES), Cecilia Milito (researcher), 
Gabriela Ossenbach Sauter (director of MANES), Elías Ramírez (Primary School In-

spector and Associate Professor), Miguel Somoza Rodríguez (vice-director of MANES) 
and Manuel de Puelles (ex Director of MANES).  

http://servidormanes.uned.es/manesnuevo/
http://www.canaluned.com/resources/mp3/9/1/1354695169519.mp3
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Collections and 
   exhibitions

 

Poland The adventure with the reading primers 

By Renata Zaborska, Warsaw 

The author, a librarian teacher in the primary and lower secondary school run by Spo-
łeczne Towarzystwo Oświatowe in Warsaw, has created a collection „Reading Primers 
of the World”. Zaborska describes how she created her collection and adds some gen-

eral considerations. The text was originally published in Polish in „Biblioteka” 2010, 
no. 1, and is available at http://elementarze.eu/art_press/biblioteka_nr1_2010.htm. 
The translation of the original text for RPI has been provided by Joanna Wojdon. The 
illustrations are taken from modern primers published in Poland for linguistic minori-
ties.    

Azbuka in Russian, bukvar in Belarusian, elementorius in Lithuanian, Fibel in 

German and elementarz in Polish: Every pupil in the world most likely re-

members his or her first reading primer.  

The collection’s birth  

I can still remember the moment when I took an envelope from my mailbox 

with the first foreign reading primer. Strange letters on the white envelope 

suggested that the letter came from Greece. The only thing I was able to 

read was my address. When I looked at colourful pages covered with Greek 

letters, I came to understand that it was an important moment for all the col-

lection that was being born. It was a good sign, indeed. A postmaster was 

bringing more and more parcels from different countries. I went to Riga for 

the Latvian primer myself, the one from Lithuania was brought by a friend of 

my friend, the Montenegrin one came from a Polish teacher who lived in 

Croatia, the French one from a friend of mine who went to Paris, and Mar-

zenka, a fan of Iceland despite the fact that she does not speak Icelandic, 

brought me the one from that country. And it continues to be so that who-

ever goes abroad often brings me a primer as a gift. 

My relations with the reading primers started obviously with the one from 

which I learned myself. One day I wanted to show my first copybook and my 

first school textbook to my kids. Unfortunately, I did not have them at home 

for years. Just like other pupils of my time I had to give these books to the 

younger pupils. I tried to ask among my family members but to no avail. 

With great effort I managed to find the copy published in the year when I went 

The Lord’s Prayer in the dialect of the Bergitka 
Roma. From Karol Parno Gierliński: Miri Szkoła. 
Romano elementaris. Podręcznik pomocniczy dla 
dzieci z grupy Romów Górskich – Bergitka Roma [My 
school. Romani primer. Auxiliary manual for children 
of the group of the Bergitka Roma]. Illustrations: 
Krystyna Jóźwiak, Karol Parno Gierliński, Ferdiand 
Koci. Kostrzyn nad Odrą: Urząd Miasta w Kostrzynie 
nad Odrą 2008, p. 20. 

to school, “The Green Fal-

ski” as it is popularly 

known. And then, when I 

held it in my hands after so 

many years, I felt like I 

went back in time. I was so 

very happy. I saw myself 

in the first grade, in the 

navy-blue uniform with the 

white collar, sitting at a 

green school bench with a 

glass inkwell, in that class-

room where I used to learn 

to read and write from this 

very primer by Marian Fal-

ski.  

And like then, I felt the 

anxiety in my heart, dry 

throat when I read my first 

syllables, stiffness of fingers 

when I scrawled in my 

copybook. I came to under- 

http://elementarze.eu/art_press/biblioteka_nr1_2010.htm
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stand that this process happens in the first school grades all over the world. I 

assumed that the moment when a pupil learns how to read and write, i.e. to 

communicate with the civilization, is almost sacred. It is a big success for a 

child, his great discovery and a joyful moment. It is a very symbolic moment 

of education for every pupil, paying off in all his or her life. This has been 

happening in the world for ages, thanks to the reading primers! And then I 

knew it all... I chose these first schoolbooks – reading primers, magic books 

holding the secrets of words and letters of the mother tongue – for my col-

lection. For so many people it is the most important book, a key to knowl-

edge. 

There was nothing to wait for, I acquired the addresses of different schools 

and I wrote lots of letters and e-mails to unknown recipients. Every method 

was good to reach the primer. Friends and family also helped. Oddly enough, 

my passion found understanding and support from strangers, both individu-

als and institutions that I had no affiliation with. Had it not been for the help 

of the donors, there would be no collection, and no exhibitions and meetings 

(so many!) where pupils could see the numerous reading primers from all 

over the world. As a result of this great help of many benefactors I was able 

to gather a collection of several hundred textbooks from almost a hundred 

countries. In the meantime, the collection has attracted many visitors. It was 

shown e.g. at the Polish Ministry of National Education, during the national 

and international book fairs in Warsaw, at the “Meetings with a Children’s 

Book” in Poznan, and also at various galleries and libraries. 

What do I collect the primers for? 

The main idea of the collection “Reading Primers of the World” is to show the 

first educational steps of a pupil. When you hold a reading primer from a 

country in your hands, you can imagine for a moment a reading lesson in the 

hot Greece or Spain, cold Lapland or the remote Iceland. It can remind you 

how difficult it is to combine the syllables into words for the first time, or to 

write the letters, shapes and lines. Thanks to the reading primers one can 

see how different and how similar at the same time the children’s world is in 

many countries. A plethora of pictures found there represents the world of a 

child and the elementary values. Although there are different alphabets in the 

primers, different langu-

ages and methods of 

learning, every child in 

the world overcomes 

the same barrier: from 

near ignorance to know-

ledge. And it all hap-

pens thanks to this spe-

cial book and to the 

help of the patient and 

understanding teachers. 

A reading primer is spe-

cial, because it is the 

first and elementary 

book of knowledge 

about the mother ton-

gue. It binds generate-

ons. One has to first 

learn from this so sim-

ple and at the same 

time so difficult primer 

in order to read the 

wise sophisticated ency-

clopaedias in the future.  

Witołd Bòbrowsczi / Katarzëna Kwiatkòwskô: 
Kaszëbsczé Abecadło. Twój pierszi elemeńtôrz [Kashu-
bian ABC. Your first primer]. Illustrations: Jolanta 
Mąkosa / Joanna M. Kołyszko. Gdańsk: Wydanwnictwo 
Jaskółka 2007, title page. 
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My collection 

I collect textbooks that demonstrate this magnificent process of exploring 

the native language in different countries of the world. I particularly like the 

books that bear the evidence of having been used by a pupil, carried in a bag 

or backpack, even lined or a little soiled. Those directly from a bookshop un-

fortunately did not “experience” any lesson. In the marks left by students 

one can notice the burden and toil of acquiring the knowledge and learning. 

Of course, I cannot eyewitness this process but as I work with children at 

school, I can imagine lessons even in Japan, China, Morocco or Brazil. And 

even easier that I myself a couple of years ago was learning the kana sym-

bols taught by master Atsusi in a Japanese school in Warsaw by writing them 

with a brush and black ink on white rice paper. One sign occupied the whole 

sheet, and how many were unsuccessful… Like in the first grade, my hands 

were shaking, I feared a mistake and teacher’s opinion. I am really pleased 

with the copy- and exercise-books filled in by a child’s hand writing the first 

circles, curves, untrained letters and first words in pencil, pen or brush. If 

there is a teacher’s grade and his signature under the exercise I feel as if I 

did this pupil’s homework. 

I collect contemporary reading primers. I do not collect math, nature or 

other textbooks though I receive them, too. I am also interested in the prim-

ers for national or ethnic minorities in different countries and the primers for 

pupils with disabilities. Among the primers from Poland I have a Kashubian, 

Silesian, Lemko, Tatar, Romani, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Slovak, German and a 

Greek one as well as a primer for the blind, deaf and visually impaired. I also 

try to obtain reading primers for minorities published in other countries. 

There are primers published for Hungarians in Romania, for Romani in Paris, 

for Lapps in Finland in my collection. For those bilingual children it is more 

difficult to overcome language barriers at school. The reading primer is their 

friend and guide to the two worlds in one country. 

The future of reading primers 

It is more and more difficult to find one universal book for all the children in 

one country which would comprise a reader and a pattern of calligraphic 

writing. In Poland there is not such a book since the 1990s. In other coun-

tries the traditional textbook also gives way to the extended exercise books 

or multimedia toys. The age of a child who starts to learn how to read and  

Front cover of a Silesian primer, 
Tarnowskye Góry: Wydowca Przy-
mierze Śląskie 2010. 

write also changes. It differs from country 

to country – from 4 to 7 years old, and it 

is not so rare that the reading instruction 

starts already in the kindergarten. The 

traditional reading primer becomes a relic. 

In Poland the primer by Marian Falski is 

remembered by many generations. In 

2005 the reprints were published of its 

post-WWII editions that attracted most 

attention. The traditional primer is a 

magic book, present in the minds and 

hearts of the whole generation, the one 

book that can move to tears and bring 

back the school memories. It reveals the 

secrets not only of the native language 

but also of learning. And even though to-

day information technology supported, 

digital, computerized, media alphabetiza-

tion awaits us and is unavoidable, we will 

not move to another era of education 

without the real alphabet. 
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Research  

 Polish primers,  

   1918-1939

Kochan, Katarzyna Barbara (2012). Elementarze szkolne w II Rzec-

zypospolitej [School primers in the Second Polish Republic]. Zielona 

Góra: Oficyna Wydawnicza Uniwersytetu Zielonogórskiego, 392 p. 

The following is a summary of the new book by RP-SIG member Katarzyna 
Barbara Kochan, written by the author for Reading Primers International. 

November 2012 saw the publication of 

a monograph by Katarzyna Barbara 

Kochan  “Elementarze szkolne w II 

Rzeczypospolitej” ("School Primers in 

the Second Polish Republic"), a re-

lease of the Publishing House of the 

University of Zielona Góra. It is a 

comprehensive study of schoolbooks 

used for teaching and learning to read 

and write at Polish schools of the 

interwar period. The nearly 400-page-

long publication seals the gap which 

has insofar existed in the studies de-

voted to the publishing market of 

schoolbooks. The monograph is a con-

tinuation of the author’s research of 

primers in use at schools in the period 

of the Second Polish Republic, initi-

ated in the publication “Edukacja ele-

mentarna i elementarze porozbi-

orowe w II Rzeczypospolitej” (“Ele-

mentary Education and Post-Partition 

Primers in the Second Polish Republic"). 

This problem-oriented publication has 

been divided into four chapters. Chapter 

1 presents a periodization of the establi-

shed time-frame of the study and the 

Katarzyna Barbara Kochan: Elementarze 
szkolne w II Rzeczypospolitej, front 
cover  

criteria of analysis of contemporary primers. Chapter 2 is devoted to newly 

published synthetic primers. Chapter 3 deals with analytical, i.e. word and 

sentence-based textbooks, whereas Chapter 4 investigates the most numer-

ous group of analytical/synthetic/syllabic and verbal schoolbooks. Within this 

framework, a comparative analysis includes the following components: the ar-

rangement of the contents and the role of primers, the arrangement of gra-  

phemes, the content of 

reading passages, the func-

tions, the manner of crea-

tion of reading passages, as 

well as their form and 

graphical representation. 

The four chapters are fol-

lowed by a list of appendi-

ces. 

An in-depth analysis applied 

in the monograph reveales 

that synthetic schoolbooks 

appear to have been the 

least effective for learning 

reading and writing skills, as 

they made use of a method 

which proved very difficult  

W. Kłosiński, Elementarz i rachunki dla klasy pier-
wszej. Skład Główny „Ognisko Nauczycielskie”, 
Kraków 1919. 
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and unproductive, and thus made learning protracted and laborious. Their 

composition was unsuitable for children, as it failed to take an essential com-

ponent into account, i.e. the pre-literacy stage, which enabled first-year pu-

pils to become accustomed to their new role and to level their individual defi-

cits. Synthetic primers were for the most part meant to be exclusively just 

alphabet books and as such, were rarely used as practice material. Moreover, 

their composition was dominated by a disadvantageous alphabetical ar-

rangement of graphemes, whereas the content of reading passages complied 

with curricular recommendations, which apart from didactic also contained 

educational elements. 

 

 

J. Rytlowa, F. Rytel, J. Saloni, U nas. Elementarz dla wsi. Metoda wyrazowa. Zakład 
Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, Lwów 1937.  

Analytical schoolbooks, word or sentence-based, were assessed much more 

favourably than their synthetic counterparts. The method applied in this 

category, in which the process of learning started with elements bearing spe-

cific meanings, i.e. words or sentences, made it more interesting and sim-

pler. However, the verbal method was predominant, possibly due to the fact 

that it more easily lent itself to editing the corresponding reading passages. 

In comparison to synthetic primers, the analytical method was more effective 

and suitable, as it introduced new graphemes predominantly on the basis of 

their usefulness for the corresponding reading passages and as such, it con-

stituted a better solution to that which favoured alphabetical order. Also, 

their content was more interesting and diverse than that of synthetic school-

books, although both types mainly featured passages associated with the 

family and nature. However, unlike synthetic schoolbooks, the analytical va-

riety incorporated patriotic elements, every now and then reflecting the 

changes in the prevailing educational model. Both types were dominated by 

practical approach, but the latter tended to emphasise its motivational and 

informational functions. 

Also, the authors of analytical schoolbooks appear to have applied a different 

approach towards the manner of creation of reading passages, i.e. whereas in 

the initial period of the Second Polish Republic reading passages had contained 

little substance, later editions featured a textbook family, merged with a real-

time calendar; many forms of passages were meant to add an element of va- 
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riety; on the other hand, the level of graphical representation was highly in-

consistent, since good quality illustrations were interspersed with unsuccess-

ful attempts. 

For the sole purpose of learning to read and write, the merger of analytical 

and synthetic approach proved to have been the most advantageous, as 

these publications incorporated different manners of learning, i.e. through 

analysis and synthesis, characteristic of the representatives of the two gen-

ders. Their system of graphemes was for the most part linked to the principle 

of building passages, and for this reason tales replaced words or sentences in 

the initial stages of many publications. The reading passages featured di-

verse and multilateral content, which made them not only reading and writ-

ing textbooks, but also interesting reading material, especially because of the 

presence of the family members, around whom the thread of stories was fit-

tingly constructed. Again, in terms of graphical representation, the level was 

inconsistent, as artistic illustrations were freely accompanied by almost ama-

teur images. 

Primers discussed in this monograph were of diverse quality, which may be 

attested by the fact that some had not been certified for school use. On the 

other hand, this factor may not have been a genuine gauge of quality, as it 

often happened that the authors of competitive publications assessed school-

books in accreditation procedures. Sometimes, in the cases of publications 

which were very similar or written by the same author, it is difficult to find 

rational reasons why one of the titles was shortlisted for school use and the 

other not. 

Teachers’ choice of textbooks, which was by principle meant to be autono-

mous, was nonetheless frequently influenced by the initiatives of publishing 

companies, especially by advertisements in pedagogic magazines, such as 

“Głos Nauczycielski” (Teachers' Voice). Accordingly, only large publishing 

houses were able to afford such a form of reaching their potential users, and 

therefore their textbooks enjoyed greater chances of becoming popular on the 

school market. On top of that, 

large publishing companies had 

their distribution networks in the 

entire country, their own book-

shops, wholesale centres and mail-

order circulation. Their marketing 

activity also included direct deliv-

ery of free sample copies to teach-

ers, sometimes via school inspec-

tors. Thus, a great part of new 

schoolbooks were ephemeral, one-

off publications, whereas other ti-

tles enjoyed as many as 11 re-

prints. 

The monograph is above all ad-

dressed to early-school educa-tion 

teachers, to students of early-

school pedagogy and to resear-

chers of the history of education. 

On the one hand, it aspires to fill 

the gap in academic coverage of 

reading and writing schoolbooks 

published in the Second Polish Re-

public, and on the other hand, it 

may perhaps become a source of 

reflection on the contemporarily 

proliferating primers and inspiration 

for further research in this area. 

B. Kubski, M. Kotarbiński, E. Szelburg- Za-
rembina, Elementarz (Metoda K. S. Jaku-
bowski, Lwów 1933. 
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Spanish primary 

   school textbooks,     

   1939-1959

Mahamud Angulo, Kira (2012). Adoctrinamiento emotional y sociali-

sazión política en el primer Franquismo (1939-1959). Emociones y 

sentimientos en los manuales escolares de eseñanza primaria [Emo-

tional indoctrination and political socialization in the first era of the 

Franco dictatorship (1939-1959). Emotions and sentiments in prima-

ry school textbooks]. Doctoral thesis. Madrid: Universidad Nacional de 

Educación a Distancia 2012, 643  p. 

In September 2012, RP-SIG member Kira Mahamud Angulo (Madrid, Univer-

sidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia) has successfully defended her 

doctoral thesis. The following is a summary of the thesis prepared by the au-

thor for Reading Primers International. 

Research conducted for this thesis 

has focused on uncovering and ana-

lyzing the emotional content present 

in textbooks of the primary school 

level, i.e. grades 1 to 6, during the 

first twenty years of the Franco dic-

tatorship (1939-1959). In this con-

text, emotional content is under-

stood as the presence of emotions 

and sentiments, both as part of the 

body of instruction as well as a vehi-

cle for teaching general and particu-

lar knowledge. School encyclopae-

dias, manuals on specific familiar, 

social and political contents and, in 

particular, history, patriotic and 

general reading books constitute the 

four textual genres of a sample of 

135 examined textbooks.  

The work is guided by three basic 

assumptions: Firstly, the inclusion of 

emotions and sentiments in school 

textbooks was conducted by political 

and religious authorities for the trans- 

Kira Mahamud Angulo: Tesis doctoral 
2012, front cover  

mission of their ideology and the achievement of their interests. Secondly, the 

language employed in the writing of textbooks moved away from purely di-

dactic objectives towards manipulative and persuasive intentions. Controlling 

and shaping the emotional and sentimental structure of childhood with re-

gard to their social and political socialization and instruction were the key ul-

timate goals of the emotional content of textbooks. Thirdly, the texts of the 

manuals sprang from the social, political and educational contexts (contex-

tual areas of production of manuals) as tools at their disposal to train, at-

tract, seduce and compel future generations to feel (and not just to think or 

to believe) what was established as valid. Textbooks as containers of the offi-

cial knowledge and writers as authorized figures to transmit it constituted 

part of the complex mechanism of transmission of compulsory emotions and 

sentiments. 

In order to perform a thorough and systematic analysis in all manuals, the 

textbooks analysed in this study were dissected into differentiated textual 

units: the preliminaries, the corpus of instruction and the activities. This first 

methodological step determines the overall structure of the doctoral thesis 

and its chapters. Furthermore, a dispersion of the analysis was avoided by 

the selection of major categories (emotions and sentiments) and derivative 

categories (love, hate, pride, shame and fear). 

The chapter entitled “The dark side of school textbooks” deals with two nega-

tive emotions; shame and fear, employed by the authors as emotional in-

struments to teach other emotions and behaviours. However, the categories  
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(primary and derivative) were some-

times not explicit but implicit, or 

camouflaged under a series of dis-

courses and languages that unveil 

them, linked to specific concepts and 

language. 

Among these concepts and language 

provided with heavy emotional 

charge which point to the categories, 

a number of indicators were estab-

lished and employed: concept-tual 

indicators (Catholicism, heroism, pa-

triotism and motherhood) and lin-

guistic indicators (figures of speech 

[poetic and pseudo-poetic language], 

verbal actions, textual strategies and 

narrative styles). Iconic language 

has also been taken into considera-

tion, paying attention to how draw-

ings and pictures portray the same 

emotional orientations. 

Josefina Álvarez de Cánovas. Marisol (Pe-
queñita). Libro de lectura para niñas. Pri-
mera parte. Madrid, Magisterio Español, 
[¿1944?], p. 118 

The main primary sources were primary school textbooks, framing the thesis 

within the growing field of research on school textbooks (known in Spain as 

manualística) in historical-educational studies. The criteria for the represen-

tativeness of the sources analyzed in her thesis were as follows: the author's 

reputation, the prestige of the publishing house, the number of editions and 

the references and evaluations of the manual.  

However, the methodology has tried to increase the rigor of the study not only 

with regard to the examination of the inside of the manual, conceptualizing the 

textbook as a macro-text and a composition of micro-texts, as described 

above, but also, externally. Special relevance was given to the contextualiza-

tion of the sources. Therefore, they have been analyzed in combination with 

other complementary primary sources. More than 130 manuals have been ex-

amined in parallel to a variety of other historical, political and educational 

documentary sources, such as legislation, manuals for the training of Primary 

School teachers, pedagogical journals and school exercise books. Most of this 

political and educational production constitute the chain of documents which 

influence and condition the contents and writing of the school books. School 

exercise books, on the other hand, since they sprout from the contextual area 

of reception of the contents and messages transmitted through the manuals, 

open the door to the examination of the way such 

official knowledge becomes real 

school work carried out by the chil-

dren in the classroom. 

The result of the research reveals not 

only the transmission of a delirious 

national pride and the omni-presence 

of submissive love, but the persua-

sion, imposition and homogenization 

of such sentiments. The emotional 

content aimed to influence the affec-

tive dimension of the process of po-

litical socialization, in the perception 

that the regime wanted the children 

to form of their socio-political envi-

ronment and in the construction of 

their individual, social, political and 

Agustín Serrano de Haro. Yo soy español. 
El libro del primer  de Historia. Madrid, 
escuela Española, 17ª ed. 1957, p. 30. 
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emotional self, shaping a particular personal and collective identity. The 

quasi totalitarian ambition of the regime in the first years of the Franco dic-

tatorship gave a prominent role to emotions and achieved a total permeabil-

ity in school through textbooks and the authority granted to the authors. The 

strategy sought to present the child with an emotional outlook that was not 

really optional, expecting the child to choose that which would guarantee se-

curity, love, self esteem, social recognition, and would avoid punishment in 

the form of shame, rejection and contempt. In conclusion, emotional indoc-

trination was an educational tool for the political socialization program of the 

regime. 
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